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Introduction 

 ISO/IEC 15118 is a developing standard for vehicle to charging pole 

communication to support smart charging  

 Standardization ongoing in ISO/TC 22/SC 3/JWG 1  
 Title: Joint ISO/TC 22/SC 3 - IEC/TC 69: Vehicle to grid communication interface (V2G CI) 

 Current standard proposal consists of eight parts 
 15118-1 Part 1: General information and use-case definition  

 Part 2: Technical protocol description and open systems interconnections (OSI) requirements 

 Part 3: Physical and data link layer requirements 

 Part 4: Network and application protocol conformance test (15118-4) 

 Part 5: Physical layer and data link layer conformance test (15118-5) 

 Part 6 shall define general information and use case definition for wireless communication  

 Part 7 shall define requirement sets for protocol and include additions and extensions to Network 

and application protocol requirements (target 12/2014)  

 Part 8 shall include requirements for a wireless communication link that can be used as an 

alternative to the wired communication link (target 6/2015) 



Markets  

 Smart charging software markets 

 Potential customers include  automotive OEMs, Tier1s, BMS chip and system 

suppliers, charging post vendors and charging operators 

 The significance of smart charging grows in sync with the increasing number of 

EVs 
 



Implementation approach  

 Implementation has followed ISO/IEC 15118-2 standardization process. Latest 

changes based on Final Draft International Standard   

 Focus on application protocol features 
 Implementation supports both IPv4 and IPv6, and TLSv1.2 

 Both Supply Equipment (SECC) and Electric Vehicle (EVCC) sides  

 Selected OCPP messages exchange integrated into SECC state machine 

 Protocol verification and  

validation test environment  

includes simulated   

charging post and BMS  

 Works in Linux  

environment  

(ubuntu 12.04, x86, 

and ARMv5/7) 

 Implemented in C  

and C++, code size 

14kLOC 
 

Basic use case scenario  



Outcome  

 Portable ISO/IEC 15118-2 (C/C++) implementation for 

embedded environments  

 Integration with ST GreenPHY showing full ISO/IEC 15118 

functionality with ENEL charging post and CRF BMS  

 Optimized charging schedule based on electric tariffs and 

user needs  

 



Demo II   

Ref.: ST Microelectronics, Demo II, module 4 presentation 



Next steps   

 Currently ISO/IEC 15118 is not supporting bi-directional 

charging  

 Recommendation to standardization: specification and development 

of bi-directional charging functionality 

 Further development of ISO/IEC 15118 to support bi-

directional charging  

 Integration with forthcoming wireless 15118 layer  

  

 



Conclusions    

 ISO/IEC 15118 is a developing standard for vehicle to 

charging pole communication to support smart charging  

 As a result of IoE work  

 Portable ISO/IEC 15118-2 (C/C++) implementation for embedded 

environments 

 Integration with ST GreenPHY showing full ISO/IEC 15118 

functionality with ENEL charging post and CRF BMS  

 Optimized charging schedule based on electric tariffs  

 Next steps: further development of ISO/IEC 15118 to 

support bi-directional charging and integration with 

forthcoming wireless 15118 layer  

 

 


